| THE PURPOSE
The purpose of Impact America is to ignite revival and equip for harvest in North America.

| THE GOAL
The recent events of the pandemic has marked a shift in the Kingdom of God. The stage has been
set in our nation for yet another supernatural outpouring of Holy Ghost and re. Now is the time to
call re from heaven to earth and signi cantly impact America.
Our goal is to provide a sustainable Book of Acts church model that starts from an altar in the
home and spreads to the church, the community, and the surrounding region. Global Impact is
committed to help ignite the re of revival in your local churches, to equip and train leaders for
harvest, and assist with strategic evangelism in your community.

| THE PLAN
• Rally and unite the leaders in a target region to build an altar and pray for the re to fall.
• Host a virtual four lesson Kingdom Leadership Course for pastors and leadership teams.
• Schedule revival services in local churches of targeted region with on re evangelists.
• Host a virtual three lesson Kingdom Advance Course to train and equip for local evangelism.
• Strategize and deploy evangelism teams in local communities.
• Host regional Miracle Service in target city and potentially launch a new preaching point.

Introduce and implement a three step strategy to a targeted regions
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| THE TIMELINE
Mapped below is a four month timeline of events for target regions.

- Vision & Prayer Rally

- Local Church Revivals

- Target City In Region

- Kingdom Leadership Training

- Kingdom Advance Training

- Deploy Evangelism Teams

Lesson Module One

Lesson Module Two

1. From Church to the Kingdom

1. Praying for Regional Dominion

2. Kingdom in the Home

2. Book of Acts Evangelism

3. Kingdom Prayer

3. Making Disciples

- Miracle Service for the City
- Launch New Preaching Point

4. Kingdom Application

| CONTACT US
Please contact us for a more exhaustive strategy outline.
Phone: (415) 722-0477
Email: jhogue@me.com
Web: globalimpactministries.us
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